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Abstract: Hydroxyapatite (HAp) is a complicated ceramic material, that varies between the way it appears in biological 
systems and how it is synthesized as various calcium phosphates. HAp varies in chemical composition of substituting atoms, 
crystallinity, grain size and electrical polarization. HAp can form solid to macro-, micro- and nanoporous structures. Also 
particulate HAp can have highly porous structure. HAp can be used as coatings for metal implants in thicknesses from 
hundreds of microns down to hundreds of nanometers. Cotton wool-like HAp fibers can be electrospun compounded with 
polymers (or without) for tissue engineering (TE) scaffolds. This review describes the features of HAp that may be utilized 
further in developing novel applications. As a nanomaterial HAp has been applied for drug delivery. The absorption of 
proteins and other compounds can be adjusted by modifying HAp composition, electrical polarization and wettability. Of 
special interest are the bisphosphonates that bind to HAp and thereby can be used to treat bone loss and also couple other 
drugs to the mineral. A new area for HAp constructs may appear in treating metallosis. HAp coating may function as a 
scavenger for the ions release from metal implants and thereby inhibit the adverse effects of the ion burden for the body. 
So far HAp is considered as safe biomaterial but nanoHAp may insidiously possess adverse effects especially when 
ingested by cells and eliciting excess intracellular calcium. Thereby critical approach also for HAp biomaterials is of 
utmost importance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Hydroxyapatite (HAp) is one of the safest biomaterial in 
tissue engineering and for that reason also widely used. Pure 
HAp has low dissolution and it is poorly resorbed by 
osteoclasts but its resorbability can be increased with 
chemical modifications [1-3]. It has been used in hundreds of 
types of constructs including coatings, discs, granules, 
porous materials and as an additive material in cements and 
polymeric implants. Nano HAp is used as granules and 
fibers. There are very little of adverse effects reported of 
HAp but more research is needed to better understand the 
usefulness and applications for HAp. All materials used in 
the human body should be taken carefully and keeping in 
mind that adverse effects may appear suddenly and there 
where no one could anticipate them to appear. Thus all 
biomaterials should be studied intensively and also HAp 
should be continuously investigated for dangers on health 
but also for new applications and application techniques.  

A new concern has been raised on another widely used 
implant material, titanium.  Titanium has been considered as 
well tolerated, biocompatible and a material that resists the 
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body burden of cellular processes and acidic environments. 
However, there is increasing evidence that titanium may 
release ions due to reasons like wear debris and fretting 
corrosion that generate reactive oxygen species around the 
implant [4,5]. Human body cannot deal with huge ion loads 
and can create an allergic or immunologic responses for the 
implant. This may stand also for other biomaterials. Whether 
HAp as a nanomaterial could be an active treatment in those 
cases is an open but interesting question. In this review we 
want to collect current data about nanoHAp and against that 
background to evaluate also its usefulness as scavenger of 
metallic ions and other substances and also as a drug carrier 
in tissue engineering. HAp has certain chemical properties 
that enable absorption and chemical bonding of drugs like 
bisphosphonates (BPs) that can have targeted 
pharmacological action or ability to function as a linker to 
particular proteins.  

Tissue engineering especially and medicine as a whole 
cannot progress without biomaterials. When it now seems 
that biomaterials field may change fast and materials 
previously considered safe do have adverse effects, HAp 
should be reconsidered, because it is a natural constituent of 
our body. 

 

 

 

 



 

2.1. Crystalline hydroxyapatite

The stoichiometric HAp has Ca/P molar ratio of 1.67 which
is the most stable calcium phosphate at pH 4 to 12 [6].  The
biological HAp and synthetic HAp greatly differ in ion
composition (and crystallinity). In bone matrix the mineral is
composed of non-stoichiometric forms and substituted with
trace elements, the most important being Mg, Si, F and
especially carbonate CO3

2- [7].

Bone matrix is piezoelectric in nature [8].  Mechanical
loading of bone generates an electrical potential by
piezoelectricity arising from influences on both the collagen
fibrils and the HAp mineral. Interestingly, an external
voltage can polarize bone and synthesized HAp sample. The
crystallographic c-axis orientation of calcined bone depends
on the direction in which the bone is cut, either transverse or
longitudinal, and the direction strongly affects the
polarization efficacy [8].

The a (b)-planes of apatite crystal prefer positive charges and
c planes are more negatively charged. Thus a and b bind
negatively charged acidic proteins and c binds positively
charged proteins [9]. In this respect the protein binding of
HAp can be tailored by influencing the crystal orientation
and charging of the material [10-14]. Electrical polarization
has been shown to affect the osteogenic potential of HAp
scaffolds. Polarization accelerates the adhesion and
proliferation of osteoblasts and ossification already 3 weeks
after surgery [15,16]. Big surface charges of electrically
polarized HA ceramics enhance bone formation in vivo,
regardless of the charge polarities, although the bone
formation processes varies according to charge polarity. The
electrostatically conditioned zones activate osteoprogenitor
cells in the vicinities of the electrets [17]. Polarization may
also affect other cellular functions like endothelial cells and
angiogenesis in wound-healing [18].

The cell attachment on HAp depends on the natural coat on
the surface of HAp. Various factors influence the protein
adsorption and conformational changes in the coating
molecules. The way of sintering the HAp scaffolds and
coatings can greatly affect the surface characteristics of the
material. The polarization of HAp crystal structure can be
influenced by sintering in air or in saturated water vapor.
Vapor increases the polarization capacity and surface free
energy by increasing hydroxide ion content and grain size
and thereby wettability of the surface. Higher wettability is
beneficial for cell adhesion [19,20].

2.2. Hydroxyapatite as nanomaterial

 HAp materials can be used as particles (NPs), coatings,
scaffolds and cements [21].The nano sized HAp bioceramics
is an interesting area for biomedical applications. Due to the
increased surface area and thus the better bioactivity of
nanoHAp also the resorbability can be adjusted [22] [23].

However, the influence of nanomaterials at systems level are
not fully understood and toxic reactions are serious concern

[24,25]. HAp particles smaller than 50nm were used to 
expose cells in vitro and skin of guinea pig in order to test 
the delayed hypersensitivity. The only detected adverse 
effects were those with human macrophages in vitro. It was 
concluded that the very high HAp ingestion caused too 
heavy calcium load for the cell after a time when the 
particulate materials started to dissolve intracellularly [25].  

NanoHAp has also been suggested for drug delivery 
applications [9]. The particle size and shape may have big 
influence on cellular reactions and loading properties in drug 
delivery. Recently, the nanofibrous HAp fabrics have been 
developed [26,27] and tested for biocompatibility [28,29]. 
Interestingly, this kind of fibrous mat can perform as 
substrate for bone resorbing osteoclasts. The surface of this 
electrospun nonwoven scaffold is huge and it is 
biocompatible in vitro. However, the easily crumbling  HAp 
fiber does not cause macrophage activation by its nanoscale 
morsels [29].  No in vivo tests have been studied so far. The 
mechanical properties of HAp are inferior to bone and it 
cannot be used in loadbearing implantation sites. Therefore, 
HAp may be used as thin layer on metal materials to increase 
the biocompatibility and osteoconductivity [30]. Another 
nanoHAp modification is so a called atomic layer deposition 
(ALD) nano coating of titanium implants (Fig. 2). 100 to 200 
nm ALD coating is deposited in gas phase to form conformal 
and uniform HAp coating which sticks well on metal 
[31,32].  

Pure HAp is very stable in body fluids. However, it can be 
slowly dissolved at grain boundaries. Nanostructured HAp 
has high surface area and thereby higher dissolution rate [33-
35]. Low crystallinity [36,37], carbonate incorporation [3] 
and contents of other ions [38] as well as small sized crystals 
influence the solubility and osteoclastic resorption (Fig. 1).  

Figure 1. Osteoclast ruffled border penetrating to bone 
matrix between mineralized collagen fibers. The typical 
hexagonal HAp plate-like crystals fit structurally between 
the collagen fibrils in bone.   

Bone mineral is not dissolved passively but due to active 
resorption by osteoclasts. When designing mineral scaffolds 
and coatings this should be considered [3]. 



When comparing bone healing around nanocrystalline
hydroxyapatite, deproteinized bovine bone mineral, biphasic
calcium phosphate, or autologous bone [39] it was found that
in practice autologous bone is superior but nanocrystalline
HAp performs well too. Powders, granules, porous and
mesoporous nonleaded scaffolds, coatings on metal implants
at load bearing sites and ceramic composite for polymeric
scaffolds are the applications of HAp.  However, the bigger
HAp constructs suffer for brittleness but nano-sized
structures and coatings may have interesting opportunities.

Figure 2. Magnified image of the surface of about 200nm 
thick ALD coat on a titanium screw. The surface of the 
coating is formed by plate-like nanocrystalline HAp. [32,40]. 

Interestingly, even 20% of HAp particles (diameter <200 
nm) in PLA fiber did not reduce the mechanical strength of 
the fiber significantly. However, the compounded fiber 
increased the biocompatibility of the polymer indicating 
beneficial properties of HAp even as a substitute in polymer 
[41,42]. The nanostructure of HAp can enhance protein 
adsorption, stem cell attachment and differentiation [43]. 

 

2.3. Nanofibrous scaffolds with electrospinnig and 
electroblowing 

Electrospinning is a method to produce nonwoven 
nanofibrous mats or felt like fabrics. Various polymeric 
materials are conventionally made by electrospinning but 
also HAp nanofibers have been produced effectively [26,27]. 
The fairly slow production of the electrospinning has been 
upgraded with a sophisticated electroblowing technique, 
where compressed air flow assists the spinning. [44]. The 
material is then heated after spinning to burn the polymeric 
component and annealing the crystallinity of the product. 
These materials cannot be used for load bearing but they can 
be mixed with bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells 
or peripheral blood. This kind of “void filler” treatment 
could be expected to be effective in bone regeneration.  

It is also possible to add HAp nanoparticles up to 50 wt.% in 
PLA solution and use electrospinning to make composite 
fibers. PLA–nanoHAp scaffolds induced differentiation of 
osteoblasts and osteoclasts. These cells expressed bone 
specific markers and the highest effect was seen with 
composite containing 20 wt % of nHAp [45].  

A same kind of material was approved by FDA at 2014 as a 
“resorbable calcium salt bone void filler device”. That 
material is a fibrous composite consisting of  siloxane-doped 
calcium carbonate (vaterite) with PLA matrix, and it looks 
like cotton wool [46]. It may be easily filled in bone defects. 
The calcium-containing electrospun sol–gel-derived fibers 
have been shown to initiate deposition of carbonated  HAp 
(CA) in simulated body fluid (SBF) and it had no adverse 
effect with MC3T-E1 cells.  Similar material can be made 
also from pure HAp [28,29] (Fig 3.).  

Since pure nano-HAp fibers can be resorbed by osteoclasts, 
such void filler material could be used to function as a 
substrate for macrophages and also bone resorbing 
osteoclasts, which can differentiate in situ from monocyte-
macrophage lineage cells of peripheral blood or tissue 
macrophages. Bone resorption and formation are strictly 
coupled during bone remodeling and resorbing osteoclasts 
secrete coupling factors that stimulate osteoblasts to make 
bone at the previously resorbed sites [47,48] . This kind of 
“autoinduction” of bone formation could be achieved also 
with an appropriate resorbable biomaterial [49]. 

Figure 3. Electrospun HAp fibers. Scale bar 10µm. 

 

2.4. Hydroxyapatite and bone remodeling 

HAp scaffolds and systems provide special approaches for 
tissue engineering. HAp can be resorbed by osteoclasts and 
thereby used as initiation site for osteoclastogenesis and 
osteoclast function [49,50]. Over 95% of new bone 
formation takes place on surfaces that have been resorbed 
and primed for bone apposition [51]. Moreover, osteoclasts 
are known to secrete substances, that stimulate osteoblast 
recruitment and bone formation [47]. Understanding the 
importance of remodeling and its importance in overall bone 
formation is important.  

It was found out that indeed the biphasic calcium phosphate 
scaffold consisting of HAp and β-tricalcium phosphate (β-
TCP) that was resorbed by osteoclasts induced bone 
formation. BCPs with less HA increased expression of 
coupling factors like sphingosine-kinase 1 and thereby 
osteoblastogenesis and bone formation. Thus the chemical 
composition of HAp affects the degree of resorption and 
stimulation of bone remodeling [48]. Variations from HAp 
stoichiometry of the calcium phosphates are important for 



their osteoclastic resorption. Also trace element content and
crystallinity have big influence. Carbon content seems to be
most important and CHAp is more near the resorbability of
the native mineral of bone matrix [3].

The coupling phenomenon includes also mesenchymal stem
cells (MSCs) and macrophages which complete the
remodeling compartment [52] in bone remodeling and
modeling, respectively. The most important MSC in bone
regeneration seems to be bone lining cell [53]. The sealed
compartment associated to circulation near bone surface or
biomaterials surface will take care of the stem cell
interactions and signaling between bone cells. In mature
bone the lining cells are more stem than osteoblasts,
indicating thet they take care of the coupling, while
osteoblasts finally make new bone over the resorbed
surfaces. However, with HAp inserted in osteal defects the
macrophage reaction may be important in initiating the bone
formation without previous resorption. So called OsteoMacs
[54] make a macrophage canopy over the formation sites in
modeling compartments. Without osteomacs no osteoblasts
are formed at modeling sites and no new bone is formed.

The passive solubility of HAp scaffolds may play an
important role. By utilization whitlockite
(Ca18Mg2(HPO4)2(PO4)12) nanoparticles, which are much
more soluble than pure HAp, it was possible to stimulate
bone formation and simultaneously inhibit bone resorption in
a mouse model [55]. Whitlockite may transform into
hydroxyapatite of new bone tissues due to dissolution of
phosphate and magnesium. In this case mineral phase
transformation seems to happen without cellular function.
Whitlockite is dissolved and also resorbed by osteolclasts
more easily than HAp. The ion release both stimulates
osteoblast differentiation and inhibits osteoclastic resorption.
This is another evidence of the rich variability of HAp as a
biomaterial.

3. HYDROXYAPATITE IN DRUG DELIVERY

 HAp and its binding properties for certain medicines and
growth factors have been studied. For instance BMPs can
have increased potency when coupled on HAp surfaces [56].
However, HAp suffer of poor drug-loading capacity and
problems in releasing the substances. Pure HAp is also very
slowly degrading and HAp particles may easily aggregate.
However, BPs as osteoporosis drugs do have a special
characteristic. They bind chemically on bone mineral and
possess their function during osteoclastic bone resorption.
On the other hand, BP binding capacity on HAp can be
utilized also in coupling it to biomaterials and to facilitate
attachment of other drugs to mineral. Various approaches for
HAp drug delivery has been utilized [57].

BPs are synthetic, non-hydrolysable compounds that are
structurally related to pyrophosphate. The P-C-P structure of
BP is responsible for the ability of binding Ca2+ and thereby
high affinity to HAp. BPs are poorly soluble and their
bioavailability is weak. However, they absorb slowly to bone
mineral and when released from bone matrix via osteoclastic
resorption, they inhibit osteoclastogenesis and cause
osteoclast apoptosis. The local influence on bone cells may
be biphasic causing apoptosis of osteoclasts and stimulation
of osteoclastogenesis. So as a drug they have profound

effects on bone remodeling but they can also be utilized for 
coupling various molecules to mineral matrix. 

3.1. Bisphosphonate containing bone cements 

 Calcium phosphate bone cements (CPCs) are applied for 
clinical uses because of their biocompatibility, bioactivity 
and easiness to adapt to the shape of bone defects. A further 
advantage of CPCs is the absence of heat development 
during hardening through dissolution and precipitation 
reactions. Mixing of monocalcium phosphate, monohydrate 
[MCPM, Ca(H2PO4)2·H2O], α-tricalcium phosphate [α-TCP, 
Ca3(PO4)2], and calcium carbonate (CC, CaCO3) powders 
with a sodium phosphate solution leads to hardening of a 
paste injectable and stable at physiological temperature and 
pH [58]. The hardened CPCs was characterized as 
carbonated HAp with some substitution by acidic phosphate 
(HPO4

2-). Relative to cancellous bone, the compressive 
strength of the CPCs is greater while the tensile strength is 
about the same.  

Some CPCs were developed to add new advantages based on 
the original method of transformation of α-TCP into HAp. 
CPCs can be combined with BPs as functional materials 
implantable and injectable into bone defects. For instance, 
powders of α-TCP, nanocrystalline HAp and CaHPO4-2H2O 
were mixed with about 7 wt% of BPs such as alendronate 
[59,60], pamidronate [59,60] and zoledeonate [61]. 
Combination of CPCs and BPs does not affect main 
properties as bone cement, in terms of rate of transformation 
α-TCP into calcium deficient HAp [59], injectability [59] 
and setting time [62]. However, it decreased mechanical 
properties [59]. BPs containing CPCs accelerate the 
proliferation and differentiation of osteoblast-like cells and 
inhibit osteoclasts [59-61] in vitro.  

3.2. HAp (and CA) nanocrystals as carriers for BPs 

 Material properties of calcium phosphates are important 
for the efficiency of adsorption and desorption of BPs; for 
instance, crystallinity, surface area, morphology, crystalline 
size and Ca/P molar ratio. The adsorption/desorption kinetics 
are dependent on the specific properties of the drugs [63] and 
morphology of HAp particles [64]. Interaction between the 
BP (alendronate) and HA takes place by ligand exchange in 
which the two phosphonate groups of the drug molecule 
replace two surface phosphate groups [64]. Adsorption of 
positively charged hydrolysis species of drug molecule is 
more favored on the phosphate-rich nanocrystalline HAp 
with needle-shaped morphology surface, while adsorption of 
negatively charged BPs (alendronate) is more factored on the 
calcium-rich nanocrystalline HAp with plate-shaped 
morphology. Considering that bone mineral is constituted of 
carbonated HAp crystals with a length of ca 100 nm, width 
of ca 20-30 nm, and thickness of ca 3-6 nm, the crystalline 
size affects BP binding affinity.  

The crystal surface and surface charges play important role 
in the adsorption/desorption kinetics. The interaction of BPs 
with (100) face of HAp crystal surface was shown using 
density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamic 
(MD) methods [65]. The abilities of donating electrons of the 
oxygen atoms of the phosphate groups are closely associated 
with the anti-resorptive potency. The measurements of zeta-
potential show that the crystal surface is modified by the 



adsorption of BPs explained by molecular charges related to
the protonation of their side chain moieties [66]. Affinity
constants (KL) for adsorption of BPs on HAp crystal was
significantly different in the types of BPs.

Maturation of nanocrystalline HAp results in decreased
affinity and adsorption of BPs. A two-step process is
proposed consisting of a surface binding of BP groups to
calcium ions associated with a proton release inducing the
protonation of surface orthophosphate ions and their
eventual solubilization [67].

The substitution of carbonate ions change the crystal
structure and solubility of HAp. The solubility of carbonated
HAp (CA) increased with increasing carbonate content in
apatite crystal lattice because of carbonate substitution for
phosphate ion sites. The rate of dissolution of CA was found
to be dependent on relative undersaturation, carbonate
content, and the presence of BPs [68]. Higher affinity of BPs
for calcium phosphate minerals prevents dissolution by
blocking active dissolution sites on the CA surface [68].

3.3. BP immobilization on calcium phosphate coatings on
titanium

 For application to prosthetic implants, BPs are adsorbed
or immobilized on the implant surfaces. BPs are
immobilized on thin calcium phosphate coatings on metals
(Ti) by immersion in 10-2M of BP (pamidronate) solution
for 24 h at 37 dc [69]. The higher percentage of bone contact
was found around the BP immobilized implants, indicating
that BP immobilization on thin calcium phosphate coating on
metals promoted osteogenesis [70]. BPs can be adsorbed
onto the plasma sprayed HAp coated metals (cobalt-
chromium) commonly used for orthopedic implants [71].
XPS analyses of plasma sprayed HA coated metals after
immersion in BP (pamidronate) solution for 1-24 h showed
penetration of the BPs into HAp layer to depths of at least
260 nm. Plasma sprayed HAp coated metals with adsorption
of BPs decrease the activity of osteoclasts.

 

3.4. BP-containing calcium phosphate microcapsules 

 There is a novel carries for BPs. Calcium phosphate 
microcapsules were fabricated using emulsion droplets 
stabilized with branched copolymers as templates [72]. The 
calcium phosphate shells of the microcapsules were 
established to be calcium deficient HAp with incorporated 
chlorine and carbonate species. These capsule walls were 
made fluorescent by decoration with a fluorescein-
bisphosphonate conjugate. 

4. HYDROXYAPATITE AS A SCAVENGER OF 
METAL IONS  

 Metallosis is a severe problem and metallic implants 
seem to release ions and even wear debris to the 
surroundings of the implant. The only possible treatment to 
inhibit ion release is to coat the implants and passivate the 
surface. However, also the coating materials may release 
ions and molecules. The growing evidence of the adverse 
effects of the most widely used titanium as implant material 
may bring up the need for nano coatings that may catch ions 
that are released from metallic implants. Major causes of 
titanium ion release is mechanical debris during implantation 

and later wear and fretting [73] but interestingly, titanium is 
also released from implants in the absence of wear and 
fretting due to biochemical factors [5]. Metal ions may be 
released from implants by macrophages that generate 
superoxide anions and reactive oxygen species (ROS). Either 
wear debris from implants and cements or other nano or 
micro size components of the prosthesis may be 
phagocytosed by macrophages. But also without wear and 
fretting of titanium, the macrophages generate ROS to the 
surroundings. The typical wear products, high-density 
polyethylene particles, induced phagocytosis and generation 
of ROS by macrophages. This accelerates the release of 
titanium ions from implants into nearby tissues [4].  
Titanium ion release is induced by ROS generated by 
macrophages activated by polymer wear debris.  Metal ions 
are also released by organic compounds in the absence of 
macrophages or wear debris [4]. The ionic titanium is 
typically distributed and accumulated to kidneys and liver 
and its localization correlates with calcium [74]. Significant 
cytotoxicity has been demonstrated in enterocytes and 
osteoblasts with titanium ions and nanoparticles in vitro [75]. 
It has also been shown recently that titanium dioxide 
nanoparticles are endocytosed by osteoblasts with the aid of 
calcium, phosphorus and proteins that mask the particles to 
be internalized [76]. Since there is evidence that HAp 
(calcium and phosphate) may bind titanium ions and 
depending on the concentration of dissolved titanium the 
solid HAp granules will either incorporate titanium in the 
lattice (concentration < 200 ppm) or follow dissolution 
precipitation process (concentration > 200 ppm)   leading to 
a titanium phosphate compound [77], HAp could at least 
partially prevent the leakage of metal ions from the implants. 

There have been efforts to treat wear corrosion by 
developing hard ceramic coatings for the implants. It is 
possible to use those properly coated conventional metallic 
implants in patients that have metal allergy [78]. However, 
the ceramic coatings tend to have low fracture toughness. 
The cracking and delamination of the coatings may lead to 
fast loosing of the implant [79] and therefore thick coatings 
like plasma sprayed HAp are critical. Instead, novel 
nanocoatings with HAp should be studied further for both 
osteoconduction and ion scavenging functions [32].  

 

5. FUTURE ASPECTS 

 HAp is used in hard and soft tissue therapy, bone tissue 
engineering and drug delivery. HAp is not a single 
compound but its chemical compositions and structures are 
highly variable. The composition of HAp can be tailored for 
various purposes including the substituting ions, pH 
tolerance, electrical polarization, porosity, and nanostructure, 
which influences greatly the surface area of the construct. 
There are many questions and challenges that should be 
studied in the future:   

a. The slow degradation is a problem with HAp as bone 
graft, bone scaffolds and drug delivery systems. Therefore 
HAp based biomaterials with controlled bioresorption would 
be important.  

b. Since the huge amount of metallic implants and the 
potential risk of metallosis, the ion scavenging property of 



HAp is very interesting. There is some evidence of the
influence of HAp to trap titanium ions but more research
should be performed.

c. New manufacturing technologies like ALD for implant
coating and electrospinning for scaffolds and drug delivery
systems may provide important possibilities in the future to
utilize HAp.

CONCLUSION

 Bone matrix is composed mainly of collagen and non-
stoichiometric forms of HAp substituted with carbonate and
other trace elements. Thus bone apatite is not stoichiometric
HAp. Pure HAp does not function like biological minerals
and it is poorly resorbed by osteoclasts. The resorbability is
one goal for further developments of HAp materials for
tissue engineering. HAp has also other properties like
electrical polarization and nanostructure, which can be
significant features for protein adsorption and behaviors of
osteogenic cells. It is possible to fabricate nanocoatings on
metal implants and nanofibers of HAp as cotton wool like
scaffolds for cell therapy.

Hydroxyapatite biomaterials are used for drug delivery and
of special interest are the BPs, that bind to mineral and
accumulate in bone. They are well known antiresorptive
drugs but may be used also to link other active substances to
bone matrix. HAp may also bind metal ions and this metal
ion scavenger function may appear to be important in
preventing metallosis and metal allergy of patients receiving
metal implants.
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